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“G-God, is he telling the truth?”

Logan gulped as his gaze burned.

Zaine rubbed his face in disbelief.

Hudson stared at Jasper in shock. Had it not been for the other’s identity, Hudson
would surely think that he had stumbled into a madman.

Even Jack was taken aback. He knew that Jasper liked Terizone, but he had not
expected such a high appraisal from the man.

Only Jasper, who came from the future, knew very clearly that everything he said
would come true.

When he transmigrated, Terizone was worth 460 billion dollars and produced an
annual revenue of 360 billion Oriental Dollars. They had more than one billion
users of different products worldwide.

Jasper would be using ten million to buy 51% of the company’s shares,
essentially exchanging a piece of rock for a golden egg.

What was more important would be the future social media ecosystem that could
be created by relying on a terrifying number of user groups.

That was Jasper’s main goal, to leverage traffic with funds and use said traffic to
control the ecosystem so that the ecosystem could rule!

Yet what was Hudson thinking then?



Hudson did not even think much of this promising future that Jasper spoke of, for
he was more concerned about something else.

“You say that you’ve already come up with a way to profit?”

Hudson found that the future of a trillion dollars and the reestablishment of
human communication to be shallow in comparison.

Now when Terizone could not even afford to pay the salary of its founders,
nothing was more important than how to make profits.

The problem of how to profit from the internet was something the whole world, let
alone the country, still could not resolve.

His words had brought everyone’s mind back to reality as they stared at Jasper
with heated gazes.

“Sign the contract and I’ll tell you.” Jasper showed his palms.

He was not an idiot, for history from his past life had proven that such a method
to profit was sound. That was how Terizone came back to life.

Still, he would be the one facing a loss if he told them and they went back on
their word.

“Fine! We agree! But the part where we’ll profit and your promise to not manage
the company’s day-to-day business must be written into the contract as well.”
Hudson clenched his jaw.

“Of course. The moment I become a shareholder, resolving your problem on how
to make a profit is no different than doing myself a favor. I wouldn’t be that stingy.
As for managing the company’s business, I don’t have that kind of time.



“However, Jack will help build your company structure in the very beginning. He’ll
be given other things to do when JW Capital starts having more businesses. Is
that alright with you?”

Hudson could not be more grateful to have a professional manager like Jack
helping them.

Now that they had agreed, Hudson called Daniel, the last founder who was in
charge of the legal side of the business, to draft a contract.

Daniel rushed over to the company. He was stunned when he heard of Jasper’s
identity. He whispered to Hudson and the rest when he was told that Jasper was
going to add ten million to their capital. After that, he happily went to draft an
agreement.

Jasper skimmed through the agreement and discussed it with Jack before they
changed two small aspects to guarantee that they would benefit more. Both sides
then signed and stamped the agreement before it was made effective
immediately.

“Transfer equity at the Bureau of Industry and Commerce tomorrow after work
and my funds will be credited to your accounts.” Jasper passed the contract to
Jack and a large boulder was finally lifted from his chest.

Meanwhile, Hudson and the rest stared at Jasper with a shine in their eyes.

Everyone was waiting to hear about the method to profit.

Jasper chuckled aloud.

As far as everyone was concerned, how Terizone was supposed to make a profit
was an unsolvable problem.

On the other hand, Jasper was well aware that there were just too many ways to
make money.




